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The Five Principles of Aikido 

As taught by the founder Morihei Ueshiba (O’Sensei) 

 

          

 

1. Aikido is the path, which joins all paths of the universe throughout 

eternity: it is the universe throughout eternity: it is the universal mind 

which contains all things and unifies all things. 

2. Aikido is the truth taught by the universe and must be applied to our 

lives on this earth. 

3. Aikido is the principle and the path, which joins humanity with the 

universal consciousness. 

4. Aikido will come to completion when each individual, following his or 

her true path becomes one with the universe. 

5. Aikido is the path of strength and compassion, which leads to the 

infinite perfection and ever-increasing glory of the universal spirit. 



Dojo Etiquette 

To benefit and enjoy training in Aikido, to create an atmosphere of mutual 

respect among the students and teachers, and for safety, there are certain 

rules of etiquette that are followed in the dojo. 

✓ Upon entering and leaving the Dojo you should do a standing bow 

towards the shomen. 

✓ Bow towards the shomen when stepping on or off the mat. 

✓ Class is begun and closed with a formal bow towards the shomen and 

then the Sensei (Instructor). 

✓ You should be on time for class, preferably early; but if you must be late 

please bow in alone. 

✓ During the class the instructor should be addressed as Sensei. 

✓ Before beginning and training with your partner, they should be thanked 

with a sitting bow, the same also when the teacher (Sensei) gives you 

instructions. 

✓ Please remove all jewellery and keep your toe nails and fingernails short 

and long hair tied back in a ponytail or braid. 

✓ Make sure your feet are clean before stepping on the mat. 

Aikido is more than just a physical form of self defence. It is a physical mental 

and spiritual path for growth and development; therefore the greatest 

understanding is gained when each motion is done with your whole body, 

mind and spirit. 

Bowing is a form of paying homage to Aikido, O’Sensei, the Dojo, Sensei and 

your training partners, and it is the spirit in which it is done that gives it value 

and meaning.  A bow done simply out of habit is but a hollow shell. 

    



Etiquette for Practicing Aikido 
 

 
by Morihei Ueshiba O'Sensei 

 

In Aikido, one blow can determine life or death.  When practicing, obey your instructor, and 

do not engage in useless contests of strength.  

 

Aikido is an art in which a person learns to deal with not only one but multiple attackers.  It 

therefore requires that you practice at all times with careful awareness not only in front of 

you but in all directions.  

 

Practice at all times with the feeling of pleasurable exhilaration.  

 

The teachings of your instructor constitute only a small fraction of what you will learn.  Your 

mastery of each movement will depend almost entirely on individual, earnest practice.  

 

Daily practice begins with light movements of the body, gradually increasing in intensity and 

strength.  There must be no excessive strain.  That is why even an elderly person can 

continue to practice pleasurably without bodily harm, and will attain the goal of his or her 

training.  

 

The purpose of Aikido is to train both body and mind and to develop a person's sincerity.  

All Aikido techniques are secret in nature and are not to be idly revealed to others in public, 

not shown to rowdy or unprincipled people who will misuse them. 

 



These words of the founder reveal the essence of reishiki,  or dojo etiquette.  In a sense, if 

an aikidoka were to take O’Sensei’s words to heart, the following list of strictures would be 

unnecessary; his words might inspire the following behaviors as a matter of course. 

O’Sensei himself, we are told, did not like formulaic approaches. But most of us, in order to 

understand, seem to need signposts and prompts.  So, for Tatami Studio - Winnipeg Aiki 

Shuren Dojo, the following rules abide: 

 

BOWING 

➢ Bowing is a sign of respect, yields humility, and creates safety.  Perform a standing 

bow when entering or leaving the dojo or stepping onto or off the mat.  When you 

are about to train with a partner, please bow to that person and bow again when 

you have finished the technique.  If you must adjust your dogi (training uniform), it is 

customary to deliver bows then as well.  This informs the other not to attack.  If you 

must use the restroom or drink water, bow when getting off and back onto the mat.  

We also observe a ritualized bow at the beginning and end of class.   

➢ If you arrive after class has begun, please perform a formal bow at the back of the 

mat.  Sit silently until the Sensei acknowledges you before you begin training.  

Conversely, if you must leave class early, it is customary to tell the Sensei.  Please 

bow out at the end of the mat in the same way you bowed in. 

➢ Train carefully around the shoman (the shrine).  Never sit in front of the shrine or 

the front wall as you watch or are given personal instruction. 

➢ Bow quickly to anyone nearby when you are about to train.  Train with everyone;  

you do not get to choose who might attack you! 

➢ Please line up in rank order (highest ranking person to the right of the shrine) when 

preparing to bow in or out of class. 

 

ATTITUDE 

➢ Observe the sempai-kohai relationship within the dojo.  This means to act 

humbly toward those who are of higher rank, and feel free to approach them 

with questions concerning etiquette, technique, or dojo functioning.  And please 

do not instruct your sempai (senior student) when training with them.  Aside 

from reasons of respect, seeing something in others that we think they might do 

better often reflects a lesson we ourselves must  and are ready to learn.  Sempai, 

on the other hand, help kohai (junior students).  It is our obligation to pass along 



our knowledge of the art.  Often, the best way to inform is not to speak but to 

enact the movements of uke so that kohai can directly experience how the 

technique is properly done.  All sempai will take it upon themselves to help kohai 

advance in their training and to understand dojo etiquette that they simply 

might not yet have grasped. 

➢ Never call the Sensei from across the room for instruction.  Within our dojo, wait 

until he or she is nearby.  (At seminars, it is considered ill-mannered to ask for 

private instruction).  If the Sensei is demonstrating a technique with a 

neighboring student and you wish to learn, sit seiza to watch.  Bow and say 

thanks to the Sensei after given such instruction. 

➢ Move spritely on the mat, especially when the Sensei calls you up to be uke in 

front of the class.  You are setting a tempo and an example. 

➢ Written on the wall of the old Iwama Dojo (O’Sensei’s country training place) is 

the phrase: “Don’t Do the Aikido that Thwarts.”  Displays of pure physical 

strength reinforce the fighting mind that Aikido seeks to overcome. 

 

SAFETY 

➢ Obtain permission to use jo, bokken, or tanto that do not belong to you.  When 

wielding these, do so with caution.  (Properly, aikidoka should bow with any of 

these toward the kamiza - where the kami are enshrined - before and after 

practicing with them).  Jo, bokken, and tanto should be carefully tucked against 

your body as you move about the dojo. 

➢ It is not acceptable to practice other arts, especially competitive grappling  ones, 

in the dojo unless sanctioned by Sensei. 

➢ Practice at a pace and intensity that is commensurate with your partner’s ability. 

➢ Strive to avoid accidents through cultivating zanshin (constant awareness).  If 

you happen to throw your partner into someone, apologize immediately to 

both.   

➢ O’Sensei said that Aikido is practiced out of an attitude of loving protection.  No 

competition exists in the art since, not only must one person bear the loss, but 

every technique is potentially lethal.  Always exercise care and caution! 

 

 

 



ACTIONS 

➢ Sit only in seiza - or agura (cross-legged), if physically challenged - during class.  

This posture fosters attention and protects against someone’s falling on your 

outstretched limbs. 

➢ Do not lean on the walls, and never lean against the front wall where the kamiza 

reside and O’Sensei’s picture is displayed.   

➢ Please keep talk to a minimum  and focused on performance of the technique.  

Utilize valuable practice time! 

➢ Inevitably, when there are an odd number of aikidoka on the mat, one person is 

left out.  He or she is at liberty to choose with whom to work.  When working in 

three’s, perform techniques only twice, not four times, before switching roles.  In 

all scenarios, sempai is the first nage (thrower).  When odd person out, please sit 

seiza on the side of the mat awaiting your turn. 

➢ Students frequently ask “what if” questions:  What if your partner exits that way 

or what if the attacker does this instead.  Such questions tend to be off the 

mark.  The goal of Aikido training is Takemusu Aiki - or the spontaneous creation 

of form - meaning that we train, having learned a large number of techniques, to 

improvise and  create.  All possible responses cannot be taught at once.  Focus 

on one technique at a time. 

 

CLEANLINESS 

➢ Kindly keep your gi clean & mended, bandage any open wounds, avoid strong 

perfumes or colognes, keep hand and toenails clipped, and remove all jewelry 

during keiko (training).  Do not leave your gi in the dojo overnight. 

➢ Keeping the dojo clean is everyone’s responsibility.  Store your shoes neatly on 

the rubber mats as you enter.  At the end of class, please sweep the mats and 

the genkan (entrance area).    Sweeping the mats is an obligation falling to 

everyone.  However, a junior student should not allow a senior student to 

sweep.  Kohai should race to wrest a broom away from sempai, if that person 

has begun to sweep, to complete the job.  At times, a part of the class will be 

devoted to wiping down the dojo.  Polishing outside replicates misogi 

(purification that is Aiki training) on the inside. 

➢ If you notice that something minor is out of order - say, the bathroom sink needs 

scrubbing or an area needs dusting - show initiative and do it.   



➢ If you have uncovered something that needs repair or attention, but you are 

unsure of procedures - especially if you see something that seems dangerous - 

kindly alert a senior student who will inform Sensei. 

 

TESTING 

➢ Rank is awarded by the Sensei based on ability that he recognizes, and the award 

generally coincides with the hour requirements. 

➢ Testing for the upper ranks (1st through 4th degree black belt) helps the 

practitioner organize, consolidate, and refine what has been practiced and then 

show his or her accomplishments in front of the community.  Eligibility is based 

primarily on the Sensei’s recognizing the student’s ability and not the number of 

classes trained, although this usually continues to coincide.  Traditionally, a 

student should not ask to test.  It is the teacher’s responsibility and choice to 

make the determination when a candidate is eligible.  Almost always, we a 

celebratory party following the event.   

➢ During the test, whether at our dojo or another, all students in the class line-up 

at the end of the mat.  A board of black belts sits together to observe and 

evaluate.  When your name is called, you and your uke will swari walk to the 

center of the mat and bow first to the shomen (one simple, hands-elevated bow) 

and then turn toward the board to bow to them (do not elevate your hands).  

Please make certain that you do not turn your back toward your uke when you 

go to mid-mat or when you bow.  You will then be asked to perform the required 

techniques.  Continue to show each one until you are asked to switch.  If you 

have begun a technique but have forgotten the one called, simply continue with 

the one you have begun and continue to perform it until you can remember how 

to do the one called.  Think while you move.  

➢ When the test has been completed, the Sensei will ask you to bow out--again to 

the shomen, then to the board, then to your uke.  Please swari walk back into 

line, paying attention that you have not turned your back on your partner. 

➢ Applause is contained until after the board convenes in the corner of the dojo to 

discuss each test.  (A senior student will continue to lead the regular class).  You 

will be called before the board to discuss your performance.  Feedback will be 

constructive.  After everyone’s test has been discussed, the results are 

announced. 



OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

➢ Please pay dues promptly.  

➢ Training at  Tatami Studio Winnipeg Aiki Shuren Dojo occurs within a friendly and 

supportive community context.  Our hope is to offer Aikido for many years. Our 

members have taken an interest in contributing to our dojo’s commonwealth.  If 

you would like to volunteer any personal skills that might be an asset to the dojo 

community, please speak to Sensei - or a senior student who will consult with 

him - about utilizing your talents.  Your participation and suggestions are 

appreciated. 

 

 

“Practice at all times with the feeling of pleasurable exhilaration.” 

Morihei Ueshiba - O'Sensei 
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‘Shomen Ni Rei' - 'Sensei Ni Rei' – ‘Senpai Ni Rei’ 
 

These instructions we hear during the Opening and Closing Ceremony of a Aikido Training 
Session... 
 

To know what they broadly mean, lets first go through the Brief Translations for these 
words (This interpretation is with Respect to Aikido - they may have other meanings too) 
 
Shomen - The Front of the Dojo, Which is the place where the Picture of The Founder of 
Aikido must be kept. 
 
Sensei - Master/Teacher 
Ni - similar to the meaning of 'To' in English 
Rei - Bow 
So these instructions roughly translate to  
Bow / Pay Respect to the Founder of Aikido  
Bow / Pay Respect to our Sensei - (in our School - Sensei Ama) 

Bow / Pay Respect to our Senpai - The Senior who is training with us under Sensei's 
Instructions. 
 
People are born with many shortcomings like Anger, Ego, Jealousy, Greed, Aggressiveness, 
Negative Competitiveness, Selfishness just to name a few... Its during these ceremonies that 
we remind ourselves that we are Aikidoka and that we are here to attain our goal of 
overcoming our short comings in order to achieve a Higher Goal of "Perfecting ones 
Character and Spirit"...  
We remind ourselves that Aikido is not about fighting with others... it is about fighting with 
ourselves... against our weaknesses... 
 
By bowing we give up our egos and pride and pay respect to others, to their knowledge, to 
their dedication, to their spirit... it does not matter who is small or big... who is strong or 
weak... who is young or old... 
It is with the loss of Ego that we lose every other vice that is caused because of it.  
 
When we bow to our Meijin (Founder) we thank him for all the knowledge that he has 
gathered... refined... and perfected in the art form that we so passionately practice. 
 
By bowing to our Sensei (Teacher) we thank him/her for the willingness to share with us 
their hard earned Knowledge and teaching us like we were their own children and help us 
to get better at it, and for selflessly trying to make us better than themselves. We express 
our willingness to give ourselves whole heartedly into their hands to be molded in the right 
way without questions or doubt and ask for forgiveness for our faults. Finally we promise 
that we will never misuse the knowledge they have given us, in our lives neither against 
them nor anyone else. 



By bowing to our Senpai (Seniors) we thank them for taking care of us and teaching us 
whatever they know without jealousy or selfishness, for taking the place and heavy 
responsibility of the class when our Sensei is not around and for clearing those silly doubts 
that we would otherwise always shy away from asking our Sensei. For encouraging us and 
boosting our morale when we are on the verge of giving up and finally for respecting our 
limited knowledge and protecting us like a big sister/brother when we are in danger of 
harming ourselves or another.  
 
By bowing to our equals we thank them for being a support during our struggle to attain our 
goal, for selflessly being our Partners and filling up those gaps that we accidentally missed 
while learning from our Sensei and Senpai. 
 
By bowing to our Kohai (Juniors) we thank them for the immense respect that they give us 
we in turn promise to take care of them, guide them, protect them and help them in every 
way possible.  

 

 

Mark Larson Sensei – Takuto - 6th dan 

 



How much should I train? 

Training is a very personal matter and is entirely up to the individual. When a student 

comes in, he or she often asks, “How much should I train to get good at this?” No one can 

give a set answer, however there are some guidelines. 

➢ First of all, be consistent in your training. Train with all your heart when you 

are in class, even if you feel tired. If you decide upon certain days to train stick to 

them as much as possible. It is this unwavering consistency in Aikido, which will 

carry you through the rest of your life. If there is an emergency schedule change, 

talk to the instructor to let him/her know. 

➢ In these days of modern samurai, it sometimes seems that there are not 

enough hours in the day. Aikido is meant to teach you how to relax and thus, be able 

to do more with less stress. If you are regular in your training, you can gain more 

time through having a more peaceful state of mind. 

➢ We all know those people who seem to be able to do everything. There is no 

trick-they simply have learned to be efficient with their energy. So by training in a 

positive manner, hopefully you can gain more time through having a more peaceful 

state of mind. 

➢ When a student has an injury, it is up to him or her to determine how serious 

it is. Do not hesitate to ask your instructor for advice. If a student is aware of his/her 

body, it is possible to do light movements or falls without re-injuring oneself. 

Remember: You can always do something even if you have to sit in a chair, as long as 

your instructor is guiding. You do not have to train 100% all of the time. 

➢ There are days when you may be sick or injured and it is important to know 

that light training done with intelligence can benefit you in any situation and 

hopefully, promote a speedy recovery.  

➢ Again, know that sometimes situations can prevent you from training as 

much as you would like. Most of the time, however you can work around these 

situations. Remember that there are no boundaries on the energy of the universe 

and no boundaries on your human potential. Anything is possible as long as we are 

consistent. 

 A warrior is not a person who has flashy techniques for a couple of years. It is the 

person who very quietly followed his/her dream - day after day, year after year on 

that slow road to mastery.         



Glossary of Aikido Terms 

Pronunciation Key 

The pronunciation of Japanese words is very simple, in that there are only about fifty 

syllables in the entire language. Consonants are usually pronounced as those in English. The 

vowels are pronounced as follows. 

A  --------   ‘ah’    ------- as the a father 

E ---------   “eh” -------  as the e in net 

I ---------    “ee” -------  as the i in marine 

O --------    “oh” -------  as the o in oboe 

U --------    “oo” -------  as the u in rule 

AIKIDO – ‘ai’ means harmony or coming together:‘ki’ is spirit or energy: ‘do’ means path or 

way. 

AITE – one’s training partner. (reciprocal or together ‘ai’ hands ‘te’. 

ATEMI – punches and other sorts of strikes to your partners unguarded areas, designed to 

distract and to weaken the defences and/or balance. (strike ‘ate’ the body ‘mi’). 

AWASE – to blend or move together. For example, partner practice with weapons may be 

done either stop-start or awase. 

BOKKEN – a wooden practice sword. There are many different styles of bokken. (wood 

‘boku’ sword ‘ken’). 

BUDO – the path or way of martial arts. (the way ‘do’ of neutralizing aggression ‘bu’). 

DAN – a black belt ranking such as shodan, nidan etc. (level). 

DOJO – a training hall for traditional Japanese arts, including aikido and other martial arts. 

(the place ‘jo’ of the way ‘do’). 

DOSHU – The official curator of the art of aikido. The title means the master or owner (shu) 

of the way (do). The present Doshu is Moriteru son of Kisshomaru Ueshiba who was the son 

of the founder of aikido. 

GI – Traditional uniform (dogi), usually white, worn during the practice of martial arts. 



HAKAMA – A traditional Japanese divided skirt. The traditional Japanese equivalent of dress 

pants. More durable types of hakama, usually blue black, are worn for martial arts practice. 

In aikido the hakama is usually worn only by the black-belt holders. 

HANMI – A way of standing in aikido so that the feet form a ‘T-stance’ and the body is 

turned at an angle. AI HANMI (harmonious Hanmi) is when partners each have the same 

foot forward. GYAKU HANMI (opposite Hanmi) is when they have different feet forward. 

(Half ‘han’ Body ‘mi’). 

HANMI HANDACHI – Techniques executed from a kneeling position against an attacker who 

is standing. (Half body ‘hanmi’, Half ‘han’, Standing ‘dachi’). 

HAPPO GIRI – An excercise with the sword in which you practice turning the hips and 

cutting in at least eight (8) directions. (Eight ‘hatchi’, Direction ‘po’, Cutting ‘Giri’). 

HENKA – Variations [unusual (hen) change (ka)]. For example, henka waza are variations on 

the way a standard technique is completed. 

HIDARI - Left. For example, hidari hanmi is hanmi with the left foot forward. 

IWAMA - A small town northeast of Tokyo. Also refers to the dojo where Saito Sensei 

teaches "Iwama-styles" aikido. O'Sensei lived and taught in Iwama during much of the later 

part of his life. 

JIYU - Free; unstructured. For example, jiyu keiko (unstructured training) and jiyu waza (free 

techniques). 

JO - A short staff, being about as long as the distance from the floor to just under the 

armpit. 

JO DORI - Staff (jo) taking (dori) techniques. 

KAESHI WAZA - Counter techniques. [to turn back/return (kaeshi) techniques (waza)]. 

KATA - Prearranged sets of movements either with or without  weapons. In aikido two jo 

kata are commonly taught. They are called the thirty-one jo kata (sanju ichi no jo) and the 

thirteen jo kata (ju san no jo). 

KEIKO - Training in a traditional Japanese art like Aikido, flower arranging, tea ceremony, 

etc. [Contemplation/Exploration (kei) of the old/traditional (ko)]. 

KEN - A Japanese sword, usually curved. (see also Bokken). 



KEN TAI JO - A weapons partner practice involving the sword (ken) against (tai) the short 

staff (jo).                        

KI -A difficult term to define, roughly translated as spirit, energy, mind, intention,etc. The 

character with which it is written is a pictogram representing the vapours rising from 

cooked rice, and eventually it came to mean invisible movement / unseen force / spirit etc. 

KI is an important concept in much of Chinese and Japanese philosophical thought. 

KIAI - A loud shout accompanying the execution of the martial arts techniques. [the meeting 

(ai) of energy / spirit (ki)]. 

KIHON - Basic techniques, as opposed to flowing techniques or variations. 

KI NO NAGARE - Techniques done in motion, as opposed to those done from a static 

position. [the flowing (nagare of energy (ki)]. 

KOHAI - A student of relatively less experience or rank (see also SEMPAI). 

KOKYU - (breath or respiration). The power of "breath" arising from the centre, manifesting 

itself through the body, as a movement of the arm in which the blade edge of the hand is 

rotated and extended out a certain way. This sort of movement is a key principle in Aikido. 

Interestingly, the word KOKYU also has the meaning of "the secret" or "the knack", and also 

"timing". 

KOKYU DOSA - One of three exercises practiced at nearly every Aikido class. It usually 

involves sitting in front of your partner as they grab you, and upsetting their balance 

through  the power and technique of kokyu. 

KOKYU HO - one of the three exercises practices at nearly every Aikido class. It involves 

moving through - rather than around as in tai no henko - the forces of your partner's grab. 

[breath (kokyu) method (ho)]. 

KUDEN - An oral teaching, usually of more secret nature. For example "The foot takes the 

hand". [oral (ku) transmission (den)]. 

KUMI JO - Partner practice with short staves. [to cross/entwine (kumi) staves (jo)]. 

KUMI TACHI - Partner practice with swords {to cross / entwine (kumi) swords (tachi)]. 

KYU - A system of ranking before one attains black belt level. 

MAAI - The relationship between you and your partner(s) in terms of space and time. 

[interval (ma) relationship (ai)]. 



MAE - Forward; front.                        

MIGI - Right. For example, migi Hanmi (right Hanmi). 

NAGE - the partner who executes the technique. [throw; thrower]. 

OBI - Belt of sash.. 

OMOTE - Front. Moving in front of your partner. See also URA. 

O-SENSEI - [the Great (O) Teacher (Sensei)]. Used to refer to the Founder of Aikido, Morihei 

Ueshiba (1883-1969). 

RANDORI - A movement exercise used to develop calm and efficient blending with the 

power and movements of multiple attackers [Principle (ri) of a confused (ran) melee or fight 

(do)]. 

SAITO SENSEI - (1928-2002) One of the longest practicing direct disciples of O'Sensei. He 

attained ninth degree black-belt and taught in Iwama, Japan. 

SASOU - To draw out your partners; for example, to make them raise their arms or move 

forward, and so on. [To invite, call forth, lure, etc]. 

SEIZA - A formal sitting position with knees and legs folded under the body. Sitting cross 

legged is called AGURA and is considered more informal. [Correct (sei) sitting (za)]. 

SEMPAI / KOHAI - A pair of terms describing the relationship between people with more 

and less experience. Senior (sempai) Junior (kohai) is a good English rendering. In Japan, 

how one behaves towards others is dictated largely by one's status in terms of seniority, 

from martial arts dojo's to schools to workplaces.  

SENSEI -  In Japan, a title used to address or refer to a teacher. [born (sei) before (sen)]. 

SHOMEN - The alcove at the front of the dojo, considered a sacred space, to which we pay 

respect to aikido-practice. [correct (sho) side (men)]. 

SOTO DESHI - Students who do not live at the dojo. [Outside (soto) apprentice (deshi). See 

also UCHI DESHI. 

SUWARI WAZA - Sitting techniques. [Sitting (suwari) techniques (waza)] 

TACHI DORI - Sword (tachi) taking (dori) techniques. 

TACHI WAZA - Standing techniques. [Standing (tachi) techniques (waza)]. 



TAIJUTSU - Empty handed martial art techniques which  do not involve the use of weapons.  

[Body (tai) technique (jutsu)].                    

TAI NO HENKO - One of the three exercises practiced at nearly every aikido class. Your 

partner grabs your wrist and your practice blending with the force of the grab and moving 

off the side. [The changing of direction (henko) of the body (tai)]. 

TAKEMUSU - The martial techniques that emerge spontaneously after years and years of 

repetitive training. The Aikido that springs forth without preconception or intellectual 

thought.  [Martial art (take) and birth/production (musu)]. 

TANTO DORI - Knife (tanto) taking (dori). 

UCHI DESHI - Students who (uchi) apprentice (deshi). See also SOTO DESHI. 

UKE - The partner who is thrown or receives the technique. See also NAGE. 

UKEMI - The art and skill of rolling, falling, etc. as a means of protecting the body from 

injury during the execution of Aikido techniques. [To receive (uke) through the body (mi)]. 

URA - Back; behind. Moving around or behind your partner. See also OMOTE. 

WAZA - Technique or skill.   

YUDANSHA - A black belt holder. [Have (yu) rank (dan) person (sha)]. 

                                Phrases commonly used in the Dojo 

DAME - "Bad!" or "Wrong!" or  "Mistake!" 

DOMO ARIGATO GOZAIMASHITA - "Thank you very much". [Somehow a difficulty has been 

honorably overcome and I appreciate it]. 

HAI - "Yes." A convenient answer to use when Sensei gives you a correction or asks you to 

perform some task.  HAJIME – "Begin!" MATTE - "Wait!"  MAWATTE - "Turn around!' or 

"About face!" 

ONEGAI SHIMASU - A phrase to ask a favour of someone, in case , "Will you please train 

with me?" [I humbly request]. 

REI – "Bow!" SUWATTE - "Sit Down!" TATTE - Stand Up! YAME – "Stop!"  

YOROSHIKU ONEGAI SHIMASU - "Welcome to the dojo."                

            



                                                       Counting in Japanese 

Counting 1-31 

1 - Ichi  15 - Ju go  29 - Ni ju ku      Counting in 100’s 

2 - Ni   16 - Ju Roku 30 - San Ju          100 - Hyako 

3 - San  17 - Ju Shichi 31 - San Jun Ichi           200 - Nih yaku 

4 - Shi /Yon  18 - Ju Hachi Counting in 10’s          300 - San hyaku 

5 - Go  19 - Ju Ku  10 - Ju          400 - Yon Hyaku 

6 - Roku  20 - Ni Ju      20 - Niju           500 - Go Hyaku 

7 - Shichi / Nana 21 - Ni Ju ichi 30 - Sanju                    600 - Roku 

Hyaku 

8 - Hachi  22 - Ni ju ni  40 - Yonju          700 - Nana 

Hyaku 

9 - Ku / Kyu  23 - Ni ju san 50 - Goju          800 - Hachi 

Hyaku 

10 - Ju  24 - Ni ju shi 60 - Roku ju         900 - Ku Hyaku 

11 - Ju ichi  25 - Ni ju go 70 - Nana ju          1000 - Sen 

12 - Ju ni  26 - Ni ju roku 80 - Hachi ju 

13 - Ju san  27 - Ni ju shichi 90 - Ku ju 

 14 - Ju shi  28 - Ni ju hachi 100 - Hyaku 

                  

                            

 



Technique Names 

After demonstrating a technique Sensei will often say the name of the technique in 

Japanese.  It is essential to memorize which name goes with which technique. Aikido 

students usually pick up these terms naturally over time. But, in order to make it a little 

easier and more rational, we offer the following analysis of the Japanese words used to 

name techniques. 

Generally technique names are composed of two main parts: 

 1. The first part describes the type of attack 

 2. and the second part indicates the method by which the attack is neutralized. 

For example:        

        Type  of Attack    Neutralization 

          Shomenuchi                         Shihonage 

  Front-on (shomen) strike          4 – Direction (shiho) throw  

                                           (uchi)                           (nage) 

In addition, most techniques can be excuted by moving either to the front or around behind 

your partner. Techniques moving to the front are called OMOTE (front) WAZA (techniques). 

Techniques moving to the rear are called URA (back) WAZA (techniques). 

 

Thus, the full name of the typical technique might go something like this: 

SHOMENUCHI         SHIHONAGE  URA  WAZA 

Front-on Strike  4-Directional Throw                Rear             Technique 

 

On the following pages you will find two lists, one of the Attacks and one of 

the Neutralizations. Please refer to these when searching for the meaning of 

a technique. 

 



                  Names of Attacks 

Striking Attacks (UCHI, TSUKI) 

SHOMENUCHI  Striking on attacks to the front, usually the head. Like a downward   

   strike with a sword. [Shomen means front of the face / mask]. 

YOKOMENUCHI  Attacks coming from a direction slightly to one side or the other,  

   usually as a “chop” to the side of the head. [Yokomen means the side

   of the face/mask]. 

MUNE TSUKI   A horizontal attack such as a straight punch or a straight thrust with a 

  knife, sword, staff, etc.[Mune means chest, tsuki means a thrust/stab]    

Grabbing or Seizing Attacks (DORI, TORI, SHIME) 

KATA TE DORI Grabbing the wrist on the same side. i.e. facing your partner and 

grabbing their right wrist with your left hand. [Kata means on one 

side; te means hand]. 

GYAKU TE TORI Grabbing the wrist on the opposite side, ie. Grabbing their right wrist     

or KOSA DORI  with your right hand. [gyaku = opposite or diagonal; te =  hand] 

RYO TE DORI  Grabbing both wrists, one in each hand. [ryo means both or two; te 

   means hand].  

MORO TE TORI Using both hands to grab 1 wrist. [moro means many, multiple or 2, 

   te means hand].  

KATA DORI  A grab to the same side shoulder. [kata means shoulder]. 

RYO KATA DORI Grabbing both shoulders, one in each hand. [ryo means two or both. 

   kata means shoulder]. 

KATA MENUCHI Grabbing the shoulder with the same side hand and striking the face. 

   [kata means shoulder, men means face / mask]. 

MUNE DORI  Grabbing the clothing in the chest area. [mune means chest]. 

ERI DORI  Grabbing the collar, usually from behind. [eri means collar]. 

HIJI DORI   Grabbing the arm at the elbow. [hiji means elbow]. 

KUBI SHIME Attempting to strangle a person's throat from behind while holding on to one 

of their hands. [kubi means neck; shime means to tighten, strangle, or wring]. 

Additionally, many of these attacks may be done from behind. These are called USHIRO 

(behind) WAZA (techniques). For example, USHIRO RYO KATA DORI or USHIRO KUBI 

SHIME. 



Names of Neutralizations (Techniques) 

IKKYO  Involving controlling your partner's centre through the arm, as well as 

  pinning the arm flat on the mat. [First teaching or first principle]. 

NIKKYO Involves manipulating the wrist and pinning the arm vertically. [Second     

teaching or second principle]. 

SANKYO Involves twisting the arm in a third way, pinning the arm vertically, and  

  torquing the hand and wrist. [Third teaching or third principle]. 

YONKYO An arm pin involving leverage on the underside of the arm and elbow, while 

  attacking the nerve points there. [Fourth teaching or fourth principle]. 

GOKYO Similar to IKKYO but with a change in the position of the hands [Fifth 

teaching or principle].  

KOTE GAESHI Involves throwing partner by folding the hand back over the wrist. [Small 

hand (kote) turn over (gaeshi)].  

SHIHO NAGE A throw in which partner may be thrown in any direction [Four (shi) direction 

  (ho) throw (nage)]. 

IRIMI NAGE A throw involving entering through an attack to get behind your partner and  

  take their balance. [To enter (iri) body (mi) throw (nage)]. 

KOSHI NAGE Throwing your partner by rotating their body over the back of your hips. 

[Hips (koshi) throw (nage)]. 

KAITEN NAGE Throwing your partner as though they are a big wheel. [Rotation (kaiten)  

  throw (nage). 

JUJU NAGE Throwing your partner by using leverage on their crossed arms. [Cross (juji) 

  throw (nage)]. 

TENCHI NAGE Throwing by extending your arms around and behind your partner's body, 

one down towards the mat, the other up towards the ceiling. [Heaven (ten) 

earth (chi) throw (nage)]. 

KOKYU NAGE Any sort of throw that relies essentially on blending and flowing with your 

partner's movement and upsetting their balance, rather than any specific 

movement. Often used for throws that have no specific name. [Breath 

(kokyu) throw (nage)].          



How to Exercise Ki 

Ki is very natural, so it flows in and through people, whether they are familiar with the 
concept or not. What needs to be trained is to experience this flow, increase it, and learn to 
utilize it better.  
For a good Ki flow, the following need to be practiced: 

• posture  
• breathing  
• center  
• extension 

These interact, so that one without the others is not enough. It is difficult to breathe 

correctly with a bad posture, yet it is correct breathing that perfects the posture. A strong 

sense of center promotes correct breathing, and correct breathing strengthens the center. 

And so on. So, all of them are needed, and they help each other along. You have to work on 

them all, and gradually the progress with one will help your progress with the others, and 

vice versa. 

There is a proper order to them: 

1. A straightened posture opens for belly breathing.  
2. Belly breathing leads to awareness of the center.  
3. The center is the source for a strong spirit of extension.  
4. The spirit of extension equals a good Ki flow.  

There is one more ingredient, important in all of the above-relaxation. This may be the most 
difficult one. We tend to be tense, both in mind and body, and this tension is not easy to 
loosen. Belly breathing is the best, but that is still dependent on how the other factors 
above are developed. Maybe the best you can do to relax is to want to, and then give it 
time. Your progress with the other factors will automatically help you along. 

Attached are some exercises for the above steps. These exercises should be practiced until 
they become instinctive, the normal way of being.  

In Aikido this development is sort of automatically contained in the regular training, so that 
you develop posture, breathing, center and extension without even having to think about it 
– unless you practice Aikido in a very misguided way. Still, the below exercises will surely 
speed up the process, and help you focus on it also in Aikido training.                   
  

 



Learn How to Use Aikido Meditation Techniques and Aikido Breathing Practices to 
Develop Your Skills 

Aikido meditation techniques and Aikido breathing will help you develop your skills to a 
whole new level. You can remove negative feelings and become more relaxed by 
appreciating the world as it really is.  

Morihei Ueshiba, the founder of Aikido, would meditate several times a day, from minutes 
up to several hours at a time. Also many of Morihei's top students were known to practice 
Aikido meditation and Aikido breathing. 

It is great to learn physical techniques, but eventually you will want to increase your 
abilities. For example the more you are able to relax and focus your mind the better your 
Aikido performance will be. 

So, what are some of the best ways that you can use Aikido meditation techniques? 

Well, it really depends on your preference, and your previous Aikido and life experiences. 
You may just want a quick way to relax your mind and body, or you may want to go a little 
deeper with Aikido meditation and breathing techniques to develop spiritually. 

Here are a few of the methods, to retreat to silence and peace. After all it is good to look 
inwards on a regular basis, rather than outwards all of the time. 

Here are three methods that you may like to use to experience the positive effects. I 
recommend that you take the time to practice on a daily basis, for at least 20 minutes.  

You can perform all of these in a choice of postures...  

1 - Kneeling, with a two fist gap between the knees, hands placed lightly on your thighs with 
fingers pointing downwards. Straighten your spine, and relax downwards, with mind on one 
point in the lower belly. 

2 - Cross-legged, with your hands resting on your inner thighs, thumbs and forefingers 
lightly pressed together, spine straight, and relax downwards, with mind on one point in 
lower belly. 

3 - If you cannot manage one of the other methods then a straight back chair will do. Also 
with the hands lightly on your thighs, feet flat on the floor, spine straight, relax downwards, 
mind on one point in lower belly. 

 

 

http://www.aikido-health.com/aikido.html


Aikido Breathing Technique 

Close your eyes gently, open your mouth slightly and start to exhale calmly, using your 

diaphragm, by pulling your belly in. Imagine the whole breath coming out slowly from the 

entire body, for about 15-20 seconds. Pause calmly for a few seconds. 

Close your mouth and begin to inhale calmly, through your nose in a smooth, relaxed way 
for about 15-20 seconds. Use your diaphragm, by pushing your belly out. Then wait a few 
seconds before beginning the next exhale. The total length of the Aikido breathing cycle is 
about 45 seconds.  

Aikido Meditation Techniques 

Once you are used to the first method, then you may want to try the following Aikido 
meditation technique. This can be practiced seated or even in your regular Aikido class. 

Seated - Practice the Aikido meditation breathing technique for few minutes. Then, with 
eyes closed, use your imagination to create an image in your mind. 'See' powerful life 
energy filling your being as you breathe in, and imagine giving it back to the universe as you 
breathe out. You can give this energy a vibrant colour, and feel it flowing around your body. 

Now, imagine yourself in your ideal dojo, performing your Aikido techniques perfectly. 
Whatever attack comes, you are able to deal with it easily, in a soft flowing way. Create 
vivid detail, add people, colour, sound, and get into how it makes you feel, to be successful. 
I recommend you use this just before your grading performances!  

Dojo - Now take your skills into a dojo setting. In many dojo's, the other students are very 
sociable and want to talk about all sorts of things, before, during and after practice. Ignore 
it all, and keep quiet, without being rude. Breathe deeply and focus on Aikido, before during 
and after training. While you are on the mat, keep quiet, focus & be a good uke.  

Aikido Kototama 

Kototama is the art of chanting a sound spirit. You can use the complex Aikido kototama, as 
taught by John Stevens Sensei, or a more simplified version, which I use myself... 'AUM', 
'OM' or 'HU'. 

This type of Aikido meditation technique using sound can have a profound effect on you. Of 
course, using sound allows you to monitor the smoothness of your breathing pattern. You 
will hear any imperfections as you perform it, and can work on correcting them.  

During your chanting, you can also visualize your ideal life. The more feeling and detail you 
give it, the more likely you are to manifest it. Imagine and feel the end result as if you have 
already achieved your goal. How does it make you feel?  



Ki O Dashite Haku (Ki Breathing) - Aikido Meditation Technique by Koichi Tohei 

           

Kneel in seiza. The weight of your body should be concentrated in the one point. Relax your 
upper body and be at ease. Keep your eyes closed. 

Quietly exhale a long breath. Open the mouth and make the sound “ha” as you exhale. The 
sound must be a clear, long one. With practice this breath lasts for thirty seconds. 

When you think that you have exhaled enough, incline your upper body slightly forward and 
force out one last breath. Do not lose the one point. 

Wait a second or two, close your mouth and keeping this inclined posture begin inhaling 
through your nose into the bottom of your abdomen. The lungs should inflate from the 
bottom up to the top. If you inhale directly into the top of your chest you will be unable to 
inhale fully. From beginning to end, the inhalation can last, with practice, about twenty five 
seconds. When you think you have inhaled all you can, draw in one last breath. 

When you inhale into the “back of your head” you will naturally draw yourself up slightly. 
Return to the original position so that your weight is again located in the one point. If you 
do not keep the one point it will be too painful for you to hold your breath in for the next 
ten seconds. 

Concentrate your breath on the one point. When ten seconds have elapsed, draw yourself 
up slightly and open your mouth, and quietly begin to exhale. 

Repeat this breathing exercise any number of times. The best habit is to practice fifteen 
minutes after getting up in the morning and fifteen minutes just before sleeping. With 
practice the process of inhalation and exhalation should take more than a minute. 

With constant practice you will reach the stage where your breathing will be long and calm 
and comfortable right from the start. You will then have forgotten your own body and will 
have entered into a world of nothing but breathing. You will feel as if it is the universe, and 
not yourself, that is doing the breathing. Finally you will come to comprehend yourself as 
part of the universe.      
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Aiki Ken Suburi 

• 1st Suburi – Do a straight strike to the head in right hanmi. 

• 2nd Suburi – Right foot steps back when sword is above head, right foot steps 
forward and you do a straight strike to the head. 

• 3rd Suburi – As you step back, the sword pierces the heavens with the feeling of 
becoming one with the universe, your drop the sword to the right in proper stance. 
As the right foot steps forward, do a straight strike to the head. 

• 4th Suburi – Alternate right and left stance, advance forward and do a straight strike 
to the head. 

• 5th Suburi – Turn the ken above the head and strike the side of the head on the right 
and left. The feet are the same as the 4th suburi. 

• 6th Suburi – Do the 5th suburi, following each strike with a thrust. 

• 7th Suburi – In right stance, strike the side of the head. In left stance, thrust, repeat 
and advance. 

 

Aiki Ken Awase Method 

  Right Side Awase  

• Attacker: Advance the right foot forward and do a straight strike to the head. 

• Defender: Step to the right and do a straight strike to the head. 
  

Left Side Awase  

• Attacker: The same as above. 

• Defender: Step to the left and do a straight strike to the head in left hamni. 
 

       
  5th Awase  

• Attacker: Strike as in 5th suburi. 

• Defender: Alternating left and right, parry the sword directing it at your partner’s 
chest.     

  7th Awase  

• Both start in left hamni stance. 

• Attacker: Strike as in 7th suburi. 

• Defender: Defend as in the 5th awase. For the thrust, parry and then knock the 
sword out of line. 

WINNIPEG AIKI SHUREN DOJO  

Aikido Weapons (Bokken & Jo) 

 



Aiki Jo Suburi (20 Jo Suburi) 

 
Tsuki No Bu (Thrust Section)  

 
1. Choku tsuki (Straight Thrust) – Thrust to the chest. 
2. Kaeshi tsuki (Rotating Thrust) – Rotate the jo and thrust. 
3. Ushiro tsuki (Rear Thrust) – After placing the jo under the left elbow, thrust to the 

rear. 
4. Tsuki gedan gaeshi (Thrust and Low-Level Rotation) – Thrust straight in, draw the jo 

back and strike the leg. 
5. Tsuki jodan gaeshi uchi (Thrust and High-Level Rotation) – From a straight thrust, 

rotate the jo over your head and strike to the side of the head. 
 
Uchi komi/Shomen no bu (Strike Section)  

 
6. Shomen uchi komi (Straight Strike to the Head) – Do as in the 2nd Ken Suburi. 
7. Renzoku uchi komi (Continuous Strike) – Do as in the 5th Ken Suburi. 
8. Menuchi gedan gaeshi (Straight Head Strike, and Low-Level Rotation) – After 

striking the head, draw the jo back and strike the leg. 
9. Menuchi ushiro tsuki (Straight Head Strike, and Rear Thrust) – After striking the 

head, thrust to the rear. 
10. Gyaku yokomen ushiro tsuki (Opposite Side of the Head Strike, and Rear Thrust) – 

Do opposite side of head strike, ending up in left-side stance. After placing the jo 
under the right elbow, thrust to the rear. 

 
Katate no bu (One-hand Section)  

 
11. Katate gedan gaeshi (One-hand Low Level Rotation) – Draw the jo back with one 

hand. Strike up from below in a diagonal manner. 
12. Katate toma uchi (Far Distance Strike) – Open to the side, take a big step forward, 

and from above the shoulders strike to the side of the head with one hand. 
13. Katate hachinoji gaeshi (One-hand, Figure Eight Rotation) – With one hand, rotate 

in the figure eight movement, ending up in the Hasso stance. 
 
Hasso gaeshi no bu (Rotation Section)  

 
14. Hasso gaeshi uchi (Rotation Strike) – Holding the jo as in the ken stance, shift your 

hand position as you draw the right leg back. From the hasso position, do a straight 
strike to the head. 

15. Hasso gaeshi tsuki (Rotation Thrust) – Same as above. From the hasso position, 
thrust and return to the hasso position. 

16. Hasso gaeshi ushiro tsuki (Rotation Rear Thrust) – Same as above. From the hasso 
position, thrust to the rear. 



17. Hasso gaeshi ushiro uchi (Rotation Rear Strike) – Same as above. From the hasso 
position, strike to the rear. 

18. Hasso gaeshi ushiro barai (Rotation and Rear Sweep) – Same as above. Step way 
back with your right foot and sweep to the rear. 

 
Nagare gaeshi no bu (Flowing Section)  

 
19. Hidari nagare gaeshi uchi (Left Flowing Strike) – Starting in the ken stance, draw the 

right foot back, strike the side of the head from the top of your head. Let go with the 
left hand, passing the jo to the left, again grabbing with the left hand, and strike to 
the rear. 

 
20. Migi nagare gaeshi tsuki (Right Flowing thrust) – From the right ken stance, the left 

foot advances forward and you do an opposite side strike to the head. Shifting the 
position of the right hand, draw the right foot back and turn the jo to the right and 
thrust to the rear. 

       

Weapons Training  

In Aikido great attention is paid to weapons. You may ask why do Aikidoists practice Aikido 

with old-fashioned weapons (bokken-sword, jo-staff, tanto-knife), which are probably 

useless these days? The matter is that such trainings allow quick acquiring of skills which are 

the most important for Aikido, such as it can assist with proper stance, correct distance, and 

timing. 

Very often our training habits force us to learn these techniques slowly and somewhat 

disjointedly, making it hard to initially fit these techniques of various levels into the whole 

weapon system. This can restrict our progress because we are often left wondering "How 

does this relate to what I have learnt before?" In retrospect, it is obvious to long term 

students that the Iwama weapons curriculum has a definite and coherent methodology that 

leads students from basic to advanced levels of ability, yet this is not always obvious to 

beginners and students who have studied only a short time. This information is an attempt 

to explain and structuralize the meaning behind the various levels of the weapons 

techniques, so students can gain a sense of the organization of the system, fit what they 

learn into a structure, and hopefully accelerate the learning curve in their study of Aikido. 
 

Ken Suburi (sword exercise) A set of seven exercises consisting of "shomen uchi" or vertical 

downward strikes to front and centre, with a number of variations in stepping and hip 

turning, designed to teach the student how to hold the sword correctly, how to stand in 

correct stance with the correct posture, and how to raise, cut and thrust with the correct 

form. Training in the suburi need only be light, relaxed and slow, with emphasis placed on a 
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regular, daily practice of correct form, however the intensity in training the techniques can 

be increased, by adding speed and power to the movements once the points of the form 

have been mastered. Daily practice builds strength and solidity in the hips and arms, as well 

as a sense of connection between hands and the hip, and adds sharpness to the 

movements, all important requirements for empty hand training. Weapons training starts 

with suburi, within both the daily routine as a warm-up in preparation for the advanced 

techniques, and the martial career of the beginner. 
 

Makiwara tanren (Striking and heavy sword training) A makiwara is a device constructed to 

provide impact resistance to the cutting techniques of the suburi. Tanren means to temper 

the body through training, and one practices this using a suburi-to, or training sword, which 

is generally heavier than a regular bokken, or live blade. The idea is that through vigorous 

training with heavier swords, one tempers or forges the body, meaning that one transforms 

themselves into a being that is solid and powerful, that is unified and effective. This training 

takes the development of grip strength and solidity of the hips, legs and arms to the 

extreme. 

 

Jo Suburi (staff exercise) A set of twenty exercises including striking and blocking techniques 

that gives the student the required foundation in almost all the basic movements of the 

staff. Introduction to the variety of ways the staff can be held, and the variety of ways it can 

be swung provides the building blocks to all other more complex movements in staff 

training. Daily practice is beneficial to making the body both familiar and strong with the 

movements, so the student does not struggle with the more advanced movements, which 

involve combinations and variations of these basic suburi. 

Jo Tenkan waza (Turning movements) A series of simple swinging movements based upon 

the jo suburi, some used as limbering up exercises for the wrists and shoulders before 

training, other used to teach the ability to turn through the full 360 deg. range of 

movement, yet others used to form the transitions between movements of various suburi 

to create the flowing of one technique after another. 

Ken Happo Giri and Shiho Giri (8 and 4 directional cut) A set of techniques designed to 

teach the ability to turn in all directions quickly and powerfully while retaining balance and 

form. Broken down into the 4 major and 4 minor directions of the compass, turning with 

the sword is important when dealing with multiple attackers. The variations consist of 

different ways of stepping in the same basic directions, such as adding movements from the 

suburi. Once proficiency in turning to these directions is attained, the student by then has 

the ability to adjust their movement so as to be able to turn in any direction. 
 



Sanjuichi-no-Jo and Jusan-no-Jo kata (31 and 13 movement staff routines) These two 

exercises are the only individual routines in the entire Aikido system. The 31 movement 

form was created by O-Sensei, and it demonstrates the ability of individual movements to 

flow from one to another in smooth transition, by adding certain movements not found in 

the suburi. The 13 movement form was put together by Saito Sensei in the spirit of the 31 

movement form as a method of preserving some extra flowing combinations that O-Sensei 

performed, but did not include in the suburi or 31 movement form. At first, the routines are 

performed on the count, slowly while being relaxed, with concentration on footwork and 

form, until when the routines become familiar, they are speeded up and performed in a 

more free and flowing manner. These exercises are designed to introduce to the student 

the importance of being relaxed and able to flow, as well as to demonstrate the potential 

for unlimited combinations of movements. 

 

Roku-no-Jo ("the 6" staff exercise) This exercise consists of a repeating 6 movement cycle 

performed with a partner standing opposite. It is drawn from several of the suburi, and 

provides a simple introduction to distancing and blending with the staff, but through its 

variations also focuses on the abbreviation of 3 of the movements down to 1 movement, 

showing the student how to quickly flow from one particular technique to another. From 

this basic routine follow a whole range of cyclic patterns based upon the suburi that 

illustrate the flowing effect of one technique into another. 

 

Ken Suburi-Awase (paired sword swinging exercises) These 7 exercises, one for each of the 

ken suburi, involve partners practicing the suburi opposite each other simultaneously. It 

introduces the concepts of the centreline of attack, as well as use of hip turning to move off 

the line of attack. With some of the exercises, the hitting of the swords introduces the 

student to the feel of impact, and the effectiveness of their strike against the opponents 

sword, which impresses upon the student the importance of hip turning and stability. The 

exercise also introduces the concept of awase (blending), and ma-ai (distancing), which are 

studied more closely in the following exercise. 
 

Ken Awase and Jo Awase (sword blending, and staff blending) The beginnings of partner 

practice, sword blending and staff blending exercises are more complex in that they involve 

combinations of basic movements, and they complete the concepts of ma-ai and awase. 

Understanding the meaning of varied distancing between opponents is vitally important for 

recognising openings, dangers and positions of safety, while understanding and being able 

to move with awase is vitally important in developing timing, reading the attackers 

intention, and being able to relax in the face of attack, as well as being able to move quickly 

and strongly. Both the 7 sword and 8 staff blending exercises introduce martial elements to 



the movements, but emphasis is placed upon understanding, distance, angles, and timing 

and should be practiced in a strongly controlled manner. 

 

Ju-san-no-Jo awase (13 movement routine blending exercise) This exercise was developed 

by Saito Sensei based upon kumi techniques of O-Sensei not included in the kumi-jo, (see 

below), and despite being labelled a blending exercise, it demonstrates more of the 

concepts of kumi-jo than awase, although they are performed with awase feeling. The kumi 

techniques bring to light the martial applications of all the previous movements, and 

understandably are the most interesting form of the weapons training component, though 

they are no more or less important than the basics. 
 

Ki-Musubi-no-Tachi (a "blending of energy" paired sword exercise) An extension of the Ken 

Awase, this exercise introduces the realism and the meaning behind the kumi aspects of 

partner training, by performing a set of movements in awase that emulates realistic 

application of the basics. This exercise is first performed slowly in a controlled manner until 

the movement and the feeling is understood, then can be speeded up with added power, 

with the timing varied to create a broader range of situations. As with the above ken and jo 

awase, the technique begins and ends with the bow; and all movements in between are 

performed with the feeling of awase. 

Ken-Jo No Riai (sword against staff matching exercise) As far as O-Sensei's concept of Ri-Ai 

is concerned, this set of exercises, which involves 3 introductory awase and 10 basic paired 

exercises as well as their attendant variations, could possibly be regarded as the crux of 

weapons training in that they are designed to show the distance relationships between 

body, sword and stick, and alongside the awase, prepare the body movement for weapon 

taking, and ultimately empty-hand training. Although it may seem obvious when thought 

about, the differing lengths of the sword and staff allow certain movements which the body 

needs to experience through training in order to be properly understood. Ideally, these 

exercises should be introduced to the student after the awase and before the kumi 

techniques, as they prepare the body for correct movement, upon which the kumi 

techniques and their countless variations can be built. 

Kumi-Tachi and Kumi-Jo (partner practice with sword, and with staff) The kumi exercises 

and their variations are the respective beginnings and the in depth study of the martial 

applications of the above basic training exercises. Associated with these exercises are strict 

rules of engagement based upon traditional fighting methods developed over centuries of 

use and refinement in a feudal society, and because they have a great practical basis they 

therefore dictate many of the reasons behind the movements. There is a great collection of 

variations that stem from these kihon (basics), due to the variables of combat, and the 

creativity of instructors. O-Sensei and Saito Sensei have both suggested instructors 



experiment with these to find new variations, as this is the ultimate meaning of takemusu 

aiki, the spontaneous creation of divine techniques. Once these exercises are properly 

learnt through slow, controlled and relaxed training, the movements can be performed 

more quickly and strongly, with the timing and flow varied to enable the student to 

experience a wide variety of possibilities in attack and defence. 
 

31 Kumi-Jo (31 movement routine partner practice) This partner practice for the 31 

movement staff routine was developed by Saito Sensei based upon the countless variations 

of movements he observed O-Sensei performing during his development of Aikido at 

Iwama. Aimed at extending the kumi applications of jo as do the kumi-tachi variations for 

the ken, they teach the student to understand how basic techniques develop into practical 

applications, as well as to open possibilities for creating new variations. The variations to 

the kumi techniques also prepare the student for an understanding of correct body 

placement in order to perform weapon disarms, which are studied in depth later. 

Tachi-dori and Jo-dori (sword taking and staff taking, or disarming techniques) The sword 

taking techniques are ancient traditional combative techniques passed down at the highest 

levels through some of the most famous sword schools in Japan, including Yagyu Shingan 

ryu, made famous by its mu-to or "no-sword" techniques. Training involves facing empty 

handedly, single and multiple attackers with the sword or the staff, and throwing them. 

Proficiency in weapon taking requires understanding and experience in all the above 

weapons training exercises, and is ultimately the birth of the empty-hand techniques not 

only of Aikido, but of Ju-Jutsu, Ninjutsu and other traditional Japanese combative arts. From 

here, training develops into the hand-to-hand techniques Aikido is most famous for around 

the world, yet it really represents completion of the Aikido Ri-Ai. 
 

Ken/Tai Jutsu No Riai (Sword and Body Relationships)Training in this involves three 

partners with sword, two attacking one. It is a series of exercises based upon the principles 

of sword against multiple attackers, showing the relationship of various basic hand 

techniques to various sword techniques. It teaches one the correct distance and angle for 

various types of movement against attack, and prepares the student for hand (body) 

techniques. 

Jo/Tai Jutsu No Riai, or Jo Nage (Stick and Body relationships, also known as throwing with 

the stick) These exercises involve throwing techniques when an opponent attempts to grab 

one's staff. They add another dimension to staff training, and as with the Ken/Tai Jutsu No 

Riai, ultimately lead to empty hand training, as one uses their own body movement to 

unbalance and throw the opponent, the staff being an aid in making this transition.  

         



   

Yellow Belt – 9th Kyu    

25 training days 

Tai Sabaki (body movement) 

Two steps  

Tenkan blend (turning) & Irimi blend (entering) 

Shikko forward 

Ukemi (falling) 

Forward roll 

Backward roll 

Atemi (attacks) 

Katate dori (one-handed wrist grab) 

Munetsuki (punch to the midsection) 

Shomen uchi (open hand strike to the head) 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko 

Munetsuki kote gaishi & Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi Ikkyo (omote & ura) 

Kokyu dosa 

WINNIPEG AIKI SHUREN DOJO 
Kids & Youth Rank Requirements             

Ages 6-14 

 



Orange Belt – 8th Kyu   

40 training days 

Tai Sabaki (body movement) 

Two steps 

Tenkan blend (turning) 

Irimi blend (entering) 

Shikko forward, backward & turning 

5 push-ups 

10 sit-ups 

Ukemi (falling) 

Forward roll 

Backward roll 

Forward roll slap & stay down 

Atemi (attacks) 

Katate dori (one-handed wrist grab) 

Munetsuki (punch to the midsection) 

Shomen uchi (open hand strike to the head) 

Yokomen uchi (open hand strike to the side of the head) 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 



Katate dori kokyu nage 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons)  

1st & 2nd bokken suburi 

Green Belt – 7th Kyu   

50 training days 

Tai Sabaki (body movement) 

Two steps 

Tenkan blend (turning) 

Irimi blend (entering) 

Shikko forward, backward & turning 

5 push-ups 

10 sit-ups 

Ukemi (falling) 

Forward roll 

Backward roll 

Forward roll slap & stay down 

Atemi (attacks) 

Katate dori (one-handed wrist grab) 



Munetsuki (punch to the midsection) 

Shomen uchi (open hand strike to the head) 

Yokomen uchi (open hand strike to the side of the head) 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1st thru 4th bokken suburi 

Advanced Green Belt – 6th Kyu 

60 training days 

Tai Sabaki (body movement) 

Two steps 

Tenkan blend (turning) 

Irimi blend (entering) 



Shikko forward, backward & turning 

10 push-ups 

15 sit-ups 

Ukemi (falling) 

Forward roll 

Backward roll 

Forward roll slap & stay down 

Forward roll over one person 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Kokyu dosa 



Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi 

1 – 5 of the 31 jo kata 

Blue Belt – 5th Kyu 

70 training days 

Tai Sabaki (body movement) 

Two steps 

Tenkan blend (turning) 

Irimi blend (entering) 

Shikko forward, backward & turning 

10 push-ups 

25 sit-ups 

Ukemi (falling) 

Forward roll 

Backward roll 

Forward roll slap & stay down 

Forward roll over one person 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 



Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Shomen uchi ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Ryote dori (both hands grabbed) ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Katate dori ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Gyakute dori nikkyo ura waza 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi 

1 – 10 of the 31 jo kata 

Advanced Blue Belt – 4th Kyu 

80 training days 

Ukemi (falling) 

Forward roll 

Backward roll 



Forward roll slap & stay down 

• Forward roll over one person 

Tobukemi (high falls) 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kokyu nage 

Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Shomen uchi ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Ryote dori (both hands grabbed) ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Katate dori ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Gyakute dori nikkyo ura waza 

Kata dori (shoulder grab with one hand) nikkyo omote & ura waza 



Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi 

1 – 20 of the 31 jo kata 

Purple Belt – 3rd Kyu 

90 training days 

Ukemi (falling) 

Forward roll 

Backward roll 

Forward roll slap & stay down 

Forward roll over one person 

Tobukemi (high falls) 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kokyu nage 

Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 



Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Shomen uchi ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Ryote dori (both hands grabbed) ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Katate dori ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Gyakute dori nikkyo ura waza 

Kata dori (shoulder grab with one hand) nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi sankyo omote & ura waza 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi 

Migi no awase (right side) 

Hidari no awase (left side) 

31 jo kata 

1 – 10 jo suburi 

Advanced Purple Belt – 2nd Kyu 

100 training days 

Suwari waza (uke & nage on knees) 



Shomen uchi ikkyo through sankyo omote & ura waza 

Hanmi handachi (uke stands, nage on knees) 

Munetsuki & shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Munetsuki & shomen uchi irimi nage 

Katate & ryote dori shiho nage 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kokyu nage 

Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Shomen uchi ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Ryote dori (both hands grabbed) ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Katate dori ikkyo omote & ura waza 



Gyakute dori nikkyo ura waza 

Kata dori (shoulder grab with one hand) nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi sankyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi yonkyo omote & ura waza 

2 person randori 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi 

Migi no awase (right side) 

Hidari no awase (left side) 

Go no awase (5th) 

Shichi no awase (7th) 

31 jo kata 

20 jo suburi 

4 tachi dori & 4 jo dori 

Red Belt – 1st Kyu 

120 training days 

Suwari waza (uke & nage on knees) 

Shomen uchi ikkyo through sankyo omote & ura waza 

Hanmi handachi (uke stands, nage on knees) 

Munetsuki & shomen uchi kote gaishi 



Munetsuki & shomen uchi irimi nage 

Katate & ryote dori shiho nage 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kokyu nage 

Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Ushiro ryote dori kokyu nage 

Ryote dori tenshi nage 

Katate dori, munetsuki & shomen uchi kaiten nage uchi & soto mawari 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Shomen uchi ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Ryote dori (both hands grabbed) ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Katate dori ikkyo omote & ura waza 



Gyakute dori nikkyo ura waza 

Kata dori (shoulder grab with one hand) nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi sankyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi yonkyo omote & ura waza 

Ushiro ryote dori ikkyo through yonkyo 

2 person randori 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi 

Migi no awase (right side) 

Hidari no awase (left side) 

Go no awase (5th) 

Shichi no awase (7th) 

31 jo kata 

20 jo suburi 

4 tachi dori & 4 jo dori 

2 tanto dori from tsuki, shomen uchi, yokomen uchi, knife at throat from front to 
rear, & slash attack 

First 2 kumi jo, kumi tachi & ken tai jo 

Advance Red Belt – Shodan Ho 

150 training days 

Suwari waza (uke & nage on knees) 



Shomen uchi ikkyo through sankyo omote & ura waza 

Hanmi handachi (uke stands, nage on knees) 

Munetsuki & shomen uchi kote gaishi Munetsuki & shomen uchi irimi nage 

Katate & ryote dori shiho nage Four techniques from ushiro ryote dori 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kokyu nage 

Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Ushiro ryote dori kokyu nage 

Ushiro ryote dori kote gaishi, shiho nage & irimi nage 

Ryote dori tenshi nage 

Katate dori, munetsuki & shomen uchi kaiten nage uchi & soto mawari 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 



Shomen uchi ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Ryote dori (both hands grabbed) ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Katate dori ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Gyakute dori nikkyo ura waza 

Kata dori (shoulder grab with one hand) nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi sankyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi yonkyo omote & ura waza 

Ushiro ryote dori ikkyo through yonkyo 

Katate dori & morote dori koshi nage, hip & head under variation 

2 person randori 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi, ki musubi no tachi & 20 jo suburi 

Migi, Hidari, Go & Shichi no awase 

31 jo kata & 13 jo kata 

4 tachi dori & 4 jo dori 

5 tanto dori from tsuki, shomen uchi, yokomen uchi, knife at throat from front to 
rear, & slash attack 

First 5 kumi jo, kumi tachi & ken tai jo 

Brown Belt – Advanced Shodan Ho 

Suwari waza (uke & nage on knees) 

Shomen uchi ikkyo through sankyo omote & ura waza 



Hanmi handachi (uke stands, nage on knees) 

Munetsuki & shomen uchi kote gaishi Munetsuki & shomen uchi irimi nage 

Katate & ryote dori shiho nage Four techniques from ushiro ryote dori 

Tai jitsu (empty-hand techniques) 

Tai No Henko kihon & ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Munetsuki kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kote gaishi 

Shomen uchi kokyu nage 

Yokomen uchi kote gaishi 

Katate dori kokyu nage 

Gyakute dori (opposite hand grab) kokyu nage 

Ushiro ryote dori kokyu nage 

Ushiro ryote dori kote gaishi, shiho nage & irimi nage 

Ryote dori tenshi nage 

Katate dori, munetsuki & shomen uchi kaiten nage uchi & soto mawari 

Katate dori shiho nage omote waza (in front) 

Katate dori shiho nage ura waza (behind) 

Yokomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi shiho nage 

Shomen uchi irimi nage ki hon (static) & ki no nagare (in motion) 

Munetsuki irimi nage ki hon & ki no nagare 

Shomen uchi ikkyo omote & ura waza 



Ryote dori (both hands grabbed) ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Katate dori ikkyo omote & ura waza 

Gyakute dori nikkyo ura waza 

Kata dori (shoulder grab with one hand) nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi nikkyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi sankyo omote & ura waza 

Shomen uchi yonkyo omote & ura waza 

Ushiro ryote dori ikkyo through yonkyo 

Katate dori & morote dori koshi nage, hip & head under variation 

2 person randori 

Kokyu dosa 

Buki waza (weapons) 

1 – 7 bokken suburi, ki musubi no tachi & 20 jo suburi 

Migi, Hidari, Go & Shichi no awase 

31 jo kata & 13 jo kata 

4 tachi dori & 4 jo dori 

5 tanto dori from tsuki, shomen uchi, yokomen uchi, knife at throat from front to 
rear, & slash attack 

All kumi jo, kumi tachi & ken tai jo 

 

 

 



       

 6th Kyu – White Belt [3 months - 24 weeks training] 

Tae no henko 

Tae no henko ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Shomenuchi ikkyo (omote & ura waza) 

Munetsuki kotegaeshi  

Kokyu Dosa  

5th Kyu - Yellow Belt  (3-6 months – 24-48 weeks training) 

Tae no henko 

Tae no henko ki no nagare 

Morote dori kokyu ho 

Shomenuchi ikkyo (omote & ura waza) 

Kata te dori shihonage (omote & ura waza) 

Mune tsuki kotegaeshi 

Variations: (5) 

Katatedori Ikkyo omote waza 

Kata te dori Nikkyo ura waza 

Kata te dori Kokyunage 

Weapons 

1-7 Bokken Suburi 

1-5 Jo Suburi 

6 Count Jo Kata 
 

4th Kyu – Orange Belt [9-12 months – 72 – 104 weeks training] 

Shomenuchi  Ikkyo, Nikkyo, Sankyo (omote & ura waza) 

Ikkyo   Kata te dori omote waza, Mune tsuki and Ryotedori ura waza 

Shihonage Kata te dori (omote & ura waza), Yokomenuchi 

Kotegaeshi  Mune tsuki, Gyakute tori, Moro te dori 

Variations: (5) 

Ryotedori  Ikkyo omote waza, Ryotedori Nikkyo ura waza 

Ryotedori Shihonage (omote & ura waza), Ryotedori Kokyunage 

Weapons: Happo giri, Migi no awase, Hidari no awase, Go no awase, Shichi no awase, 31 Jo 

kata,  1-10 Jo suburi         

WINNIPEG AIKI SHUREN DOJO 

Adult Kyu/Rank Requirements              

 



3rd Kyu Green Belt [9-12 months – 72-108 training days] 

Shomenuchi  Ikkyo, Nikkyo, Sankyo, (omote & ura waza) 

Ikkyo  Kata te dori omote waza, Mune tsuki, Ryotedori ura waza & ushiro 

Shihonage Kata te dori (omote & ura waza), Yokomenuchi, Shomenuchi 

Iriminage Shomenuchi, Katatedori 

Kotegaeshi Kata te dori, Mune tuski, Gyakute tori, Shomemuchi 

Koshniage Kate te dori, Munetsuki, Ryotedori, Ushiro 

Kokyunage Katatedori, Gyakute tori, Moro te dori 

Ushiro  (2) from each Ryotedori, Ryo kata dori, Kubishime 

Weapons:  Ichi no Kumitachi, 1-20 Jo suburi, Ki musubi no tachi, 13 Jo kata  

 

2nd Kyu Blue Belt [9-12 months - 72-104 training days] 

Suwari waza Shomenuchi Ikkyo-Yonkyo (omote & ura waza) 

Tachi waza  (any attack) Ikkyo – Yonkyo (omote & ura waza) 

Kotegaeshi  (5) from any attack 

Shihonage Yokomenuchi, Shomenuchi, any grab 

Iriminage Shomenuchi, (3) Katatedori, (3) Katadori 

Ryotedori  Tenchinage 

Kaitennage Katatedori, (Soto mawari, uchi mawari) 

Jujigarami Ushiro Ryote, Kata & Mune dori 

Koshinage (5) from any attack 

Ushiro  (3) from each – Ryotedori, Ryo kata dori, Kubishime 

Kokyunage (4) from any attack 

Jiyawaza 1 then 2 attackers 

Weapons: 1-5 Kumitachi, Tanto Dori:Tsuki kotegaeshi, Yokomenuchi Gokkyo, Knife held to   

centre of back. 

1st Kyu - Brown Belt - [12-18 months 104-130 training days] 

Suwari waza Any attack Ikkyo – Gokkyo (omote & ura waza) 

Hanmi handachi any technique  

Shihonage Including demo of throwing in 4 directions  

Iriminage Including variations of shomen  

Jiyu waza 

Weapons: Tanto dori, Tachi dori, 3 Ken tai jo, Jo dori, 13 jo awase, 3 Kumijo 

       

 

 



    
 

1st Dan (Shodan) – Black Belt  

1. Kokyuho. 
2. Suwari-waza, katamewaza – Multiple sitting techniques with pins. 
3. Suwari-waza, nagewaza – Multiple sitting techniques with throws.Hanmi-handachi waza. 
4. Hanmi-handachi ushirowaza. 
5. Tachi-waza, jiyuwaza. 
6. Ushiro-waza – Partner beginning from behind. 
7. Ushiro-waza – Partner beginning from the front. 
8. Ninin-gake – Two attackers. 
9. Tanken-dori – Disarming of the knife (tanken). 
10. Jo-kata – 31 jo individual movements, form (kata). 

 

2nd Dan (Nidan) 

1. All Shodan requirements; 

• Kokyuho. 

• Suwari-waza, katamewaza – Multiple sitting techniques with pins. 

• Suwari-waza, nagewaza – Multiple sitting techniques with throws,                                                                                                           
hanmi - handachi waza. 

• Hanmi-handachi ushirowaza. 

• Tachi-waza, jiyuwaza. 

• Ushiro-waza – Partner beginning from behind. 

• Ushiro-waza – Partner beginning from the front. 

• Ninin-gake – Two attackers. 

• Tanken-dori – Disarming of the knife (tanken). 

• Jo-kata – 31 jo individual movements, form (kata). 
 
2. Tachi-dori – Disarming of the sword (tachi or bokken). 
3. Sannin-gake – Three attackers. 

 

3rd Dan (Sandan) 

1. All Nidan requirements. 
2. Jo-dori – Disarming of the staff (jo). 
3. Taninzu-gake – Multiple attackers. 
4. Aikido Shidoan-kokai – Teaching a technique 

WINNIPEG AIKI SHUREN DOJO  

Black Belt/Dan  Requirements              

 

http://www.aikido-shuren-dojo.com/index.php/training/dan-testing-requirements/1st-dan-shodan/
http://www.aikido-shuren-dojo.com/index.php/training/dan-testing-requirements/2nd-dan-nidan/


3rd Dan Weapons (Bokken & Jo) 
 
Aiki Ken Suburi 

• 1st Suburi – Do a straight strike to the head in right hanmi. 

• 2nd Suburi – Right foot steps back when sword is above head, right foot steps 
forward and you do a straight strike to the head. 

• 3rd Suburi – As you step back, the sword pierces the heavens with the feeling of 
becoming one with the universe, your drop the sword to the right in proper stance. 
As the right foot steps forward, do a straight strike to the head. 

• 4th Suburi – Alternate right and left stance, advance forward and do a straight strike 
to the head. 

• 5th Suburi – Turn the ken above the head and strike the side of the head on the right 
and left. The feet are the same as the 4th suburi. 

• 6th Suburi – Do the 5th suburi, following each strike with a thrust. 

• 7th Suburi – In right stance, strike the side of the head. In left stance, thrust, repeat 
and advance. 
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